
 

 

 

 

 

 
LEFT HAND CREEK RESTORATION 

63RD STREET EXTENSION 
SEPTEMBER 29, 2017 PUBLIC MEETING NOTES 

 

Attending:  Jessie Olson and Meg Parker (LWOG); Vince Sortman, Claudia Browne, and Susan 
Sherrod (Biohabitats); property owners Tony and Linda Dageenakis, Carl and Carol Anderson, Peter 
Moore, Chuck Opperman, Julie Barber, Debbie Wirth, Alison Sands, Bill Marcue, Julie and Scott 
Pirnack 
 
Please note this summary only covers the portion of the meeting at the Golf Course and does not 

include comments provided in writing or during the post meeting follow up visits. 
 
Vince Sortman 

• Concept overview and philosophy.  Starting at the golf course, general idea is to move 
stream away from eroding banks. Stabilize the toe of the eroding bank, and more 
stabilization 15-20' away from bank. Boulder or wood toe as appropriate. Wood toe can 
provide fish habitat and doesn't decompose as long as submerged. Roughness slows water 
down and prevents continued erosion. Bridge and/or culvert compresses water and 
increases water velocity, comparable to fire hose. Plunge pools help slow water down to 
dissipate energy and slow water down. Would be nice to move channel away from road on 
golf course but is stabilized by bedrock so is actually pretty stable. 

• Important:  design cannot change flood elevations. 

• Understands that property owners do not want a meander into their properties. Intention is 
to maintain more moderate, stable, natural, resilient system for 90% of the time; 10% is 
high-volume events that may cause changes regardless of channel design. 

• Sometimes a slight meander is less stable than a straight channel, because introducing some 
curvature can cause positive feedback and encourage more of a curve in some areas. 
(Understands that Ames were unhappy with channel shifting to the south.) 

• Validating P.Moore’s comment about development and landscaping, valley has been 
permanently altered. Goal is to encourage a functioning stream within these significant 
constraints.  Even an unlimited budget wouldn’t allow for the “ideal” design. 

• Ames’ reach will be straightened in order to tie into existing curvature downstream (at 
Andersons’) and to protect lawn.  Channel in good condition, not planning to do a lot. 
Riffles/pools and fish structure could moderate "straightness," make more heterogeneous. 

• Kadlecs’ reach will be straighted because they are concerned about losing property. 

• Can meet on-site and agree on most appropriate grading limits. 

• (Responding to J.Pirnack) Pools capture energy of high-velocity water. Lined with boulders 
to protect banks and streambed. 

• (Responding to J.Pirnack) Appears that remnant concrete abutments are throwing water to 
opposite site. May be providing some protection, but is causing channel to move to south on 
Ames property. If they feel that it's providing protection we can leave it there. 
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• (Responding to Andersons) We will need to locate areas for fill and can consider specific 
requests. If it changes the flood elevation we likely won’t be permitted by the County to 
place fill in that location.    

• Concept shows approach to Strath Street Bridge is straighter. 

• Where boulder toe is placed, property owner on same side will not see it.  Property owner on 
opposite side will see it. 

• Steps can be incorporated into boulder toe. 

• Creek design will not affect drafting points. If a pool is requested in a certain location we can 
design for that. 

• Intent of channel realignment on downstream end of Moore property is to tie into existing 
channel. Won't cut into trees. 

 
Peter Moore 

• Define boulder toe. 

• What is crack willow? 

• Some of the reaches seem depressingly straight. Understands that local construction and 
property development constrains the system, but some meander would be nice. 

• Not sure stream has to go as far south at Kadlecs’ as indicated on concept. 

• Why alter nicely graded banks with well-developed tree roots? 

• The bank that we enhanced after 2013 floods was not part of the creek bed, is not pushing 
the creek to the north. The creek ran through there during flood, then subsided, and the area 
became marshy mosquito breeding ground. Island with tree needs to be taken out.  

• Greater concerns are with areas further east/downstream. 

• Would like site visit. 

• Are drafting points marked?  How will creek design affect this?  There is underground 
plumbing that should be avoided. 

 
Claudia Browne 

• A whole-systems, large-scale approach will be most successful at creating a healthy overall 
creek. 

• Short-term treatments can be appropriate. 

• (Responding to A.Sands) Strategic, “stealth” (less visible) rock steps can be placed. 

• (Responding to J.Pirnack) Public overuse issues are beyond our current scope but are 
relevant to LWOG stream mgmt plan. Serious future system-wide effort. 

• (Responding to P.Moore re drafting points) We can mark the locations of pump access 
point. We don't know where underground lines are and may need help. 

 
Julia Pirnack 

• Did you compare pre-flood meanders to current conditions?   

• There are reaches in the golf course that need to be straightened for the sake of the greens. 
Concerned about balance between too much meander and too straight; what is optimal 
water velocity? 

• What is a boulder plunge pool (and can I use it)? 
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• What is the approach to the old concrete abutments? Seems like a buffer, but don't really 
know. 

• Can you incorporate steps into boulder toe? 

• Public overuse is a real problem. Liability issues. Any measures to screen access points 
would be welcome. No Trespassing signs are posted everywhere.  

 
Tony and Linda Dageenakis 

• (Linda) Tony (husband) is severely allergic and would prefer cottonless cottonwood. 

• A big flood event will take Kadlecs’ property out (next door upstream), will take our 
property out. [P.Moore] enhanced banks with soil after 2013 floods. 

• Clarified endpoints of project area. 

• No issues, concept isn’t changing much. 

• Assumes that Bill Marcue is concerned about erosion on south bank. 

• Cottonwoods are leaning over the creek on the north bank that may need to be addressed. 
 
Carl and Carol Anderson 

• Concerned about the next flood event. 

• Water still shoots on inside of trees toward our basement.  Can fill be placed to protect our 
house? 

 
Chuck Opperman 

• Seems that everything east of bridge is a little further N than it should be. Understand that 
this is conceptual. Aerial shows that the creek starts at the base of the S wing wall. 

• Would like site visit. 

• Confirmed that pool on east side of Strath bridge will not be changed. 
 
Allyson Sands 

• Confirmed aesthetics of boulder toe. "Rock, not cobble." 

• Uncertain whether they want steps incorporated into boulder toe. Would be nice to have 
steps, but don’t want it treated as an invitation for general public to use (neighborhood use is 
welcome). 

 
Site visits requested:  Bradys, Silvers, Schones (later). Also Opperman, Moore, Andersons, Wirth 
(today). Purnicks (today or later). 
 
 
 

Dick Smith – Strath Bridge summary 
Smith@bouldercounty.org 

 
Strath Bridge clearly an obstruction to the flood. Were properties flooded b/c of the bridge, the 
road, or just the storm? 
Storm was 50-yr event (some disagreement). 
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Modeling showed that if bridge and road were removed, same flooding would occur. Channel not 
big enough for volume. Bridge directly impacted only nearby properties. No bridge big enough to 
stop flooding. Bridge unquestionably caused problem, but problem was localized. 
Grade from 36 to Strath Bridge (SB) is relatively steep. 
 
Explanation of analysis, handout 
 
(Peter Moore: center pier exacerbates lower-intensity floods)  
Using public money to address this would be a hard sell ($2-3M?). Fixing would take more resources 
than the damage that has occurred. 
(Julia Pirnack: bridge into golf course is a TX crossing [low concrete box] and we have seen a 
significant improvement.) 
TX crossing will delay flooding but wouldn't have helped 2013 situation. 
 
 


